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Welcome!
Dear guests in Mondsee,
Living in a real castle just once in a lifetime – who wouldn’t want that?
Wandering through the corridors lovingly decorated with antiquities,
taking a peek into the sumptuous state rooms, picking up a book in
the historical library or getting spoiled in the restaurant?
A few steps further – where Benedictine monks had been working
and praying for more than a thousand years – you will find the twostorey cloister of the former Monastery Mondsee. Instead of stately
splendour, there is peace and quiet above all here, ideal for reflection
or an interesting conversation.
After that, you can rest in our distinctively designed rooms, where
at first monks and employees of the monastery, later on aristocratic
masters and their guests, had been spending their nights. And with a
little bit of imagination, you will seem to feel the bustling activity of
a functioning castle: clattering horse-drawn carriages, typical kitchen
noises sounding from the dairy, the gentle murmur when countess and
count held conversation with their visitors.
You will notice: As our guests you can, if you wish, embark on an
exciting time travel through many generations that have lived, worked,
rested and celebrated here in Mondsee.
And this is exactly what we would like to offer you here at the
Schlosshotel: an extraordinary experience you will remember for a long
time to come. Who knows: Maybe you will visit us more often?
Your hosts

Sarah Kienesberger, Gerald Kienesberger, Hanni Schweighofer, Erika Kienesberger
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THE CASTLE'S HISTORY

Salvation. Wealth.

And There Was Also Smuggling.
The history of Castle Mondsee
reads like an exciting book.
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THE CASTLE'S HISTORY

Sometimes, a look from above helps to get a better understanding
of things. The same is true for Castle Mondsee, whose true

A marvellous view from the
roof of the basilica: The former
monastery and later castle on
the lower right, the rocks of the
Drachenwand in the upper left
corner in the background.

grandeur and elegance can best be seen from high above.

So let’s climb a little higher up the
Mondseeberg. While slightly out of breath,
let’s watch to see what it looks like when
thousands of people move towards the castle
from all directions. It is the year 1748, and
we are celebrating a birthday marking a
decade. The castle, then – still! – a beautiful
monastery, turns 1,000 years old. Is that not
a reason for boisterous festivals!
From all around, from the distant Salzburg,
the nearby Thalgau, from St. Lorenz and
also from Innerschwand, the people stream
to Mondsee, a total of about 80,000 guests:
ordinary people, but also the cardinal from
the Bavarian city of Passau, whose bishopric
Mondsee belongs in the 18th century.
And a lot of emissaries, abbots from the
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neighbouring monasteries, musicians from
Mondsee and elsewhere, travelling jugglers
and artists, ladies of the oldest profession as
well.
The festivities last for a whole week,
especially processions take place. Directly in
front of the church, six stone sculptures are
installed and ten newly created, large-format
paintings tell stories from the varied history
of the last ten centuries – an oversized
report, with everything that comes with it:
wealth, escape and intrigue, and finally a real
murder. There is no doubt to this day that in
the inns and taverns, some of which still exist
today, people are having a ball celebrating
the anniversary. On the penultimate day of
the feast, a solemn mass takes place in the

monastery church: the religious vows of
Opportunus Dunkel, the former priest of
Oberwang, a place in the neighbourhood
steeped in history. Almost 600 years earlier,
the unpopular abbot Konrad had been
murdered on his way home to Mondsee, and
had been blessed later.
Before Opportunus became abbot of the
monastery in 1773 and thus a late successor
to the murder victim, the graduated lawyer
and theologian taught at the University of
Salzburg and also at Mondsee Monastery –
initially as an ordinary monk. Head of the
monastery? That is not an easy task for the
last abbot in Mondsee, since several events
bring along unexpected and drastic changes
– and radically shake up the monastery life.
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Foto: Schloss Mondsee

Gone underground:
Beneath today’s cloister,
a part of the original monastery
complex can be found.

Last-Minute Rescue
in the Moonlight.
Last-Minute Rescue in the Moonlight.
Exactly one thousand years earlier, the
history of the town of Mondsee, which is
also the history of the monastery and later
castle, begins with a mishap, albeit a relatively
small one. The Bavarian Duke Odilo has
divided his homeland into several bishoprics,
including Regensburg, Freising, Passau and
Salzburg. For this, he has to travel a lot – in
the early Middle Ages, this was anything but
a walk.
Anyway, one day on the hunt in the beautiful
Mondseeland, the Duke and his entourage get
lost, high up between rocks and undergrowth
near the Drachenwand. Where today, injured
mountain climbers and overconfident
tourists can be rescued by helicopter in just a
few minutes but for a lot of money, there was
no sign of outside help at that time. Only the
full moon is visible through the clouds from
time to time – and points the tired hunters
the way out of the mountains to a lake
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glittering in the pale moonlight. Relieved to
have escaped impending death, Duke Odilo
decides to have a monastery built here, on
the shores of what is now Mondsee. Nine
years later, the time has come: it is probably
Benedictine monks from Montecassino in
Italy who bring the newly built monastery
to life in 748.
Soon, the monastery in Mondsee is not
only one of the most important but also
one of the richest in the whole country.
Charlemagne gives it to his court chaplain,
the later archbishop of Cologne, as a token
of recognition. A few years later, it belongs
to the bishopric of Regensburg and gradually
becomes a well-known writing school and a
centre of book illustration. Among many
other bibliophilic treasures, two outstanding
works are created here in Mondsee: the oldest
book of Austria, still completely preserved
today, and the first translation of a biblical
portion into the German, or rather Bavarian
language, the “Mondseer Matthäus”.
Many events and changes of ownership

later, at the beginning of the 15th century,
there is still a lot going on in Mondsee and
its monastery. Even if the Reformation
won’t prevail in the end, the monastery is
modernizing both in terms of subject and
appearance: life behind the walls is being
reorganized and thus is becoming much
more attractive than before – for many
young men, a career as a monk is now an
option once again.
Viewed from the outside, the buildings
now shine in new splendour – proudly
overtowered by the monastery church newly
built until 1487, which still dominates the
townscape of Mondsee today, indeed now
with a baroque portal. And there is also
a great deal of things going on behind the
monastery walls until well into the 17th
century: the entire building complex is
gradually being fully renovated; the old
cloister, often overrun by floods, has been
raised and above all is dry now. Underneath,
a spacious cellar is created. And the historic
chapter room with its Gothic cross-ribbed
vault is now complemented by four large and

Overview:
Castle Mondsee with the basilica
and the former factory buildings
in the background

For centuries, the
monastery, castle and
basilica have shaped the
face of the town
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even wings around a small inner courtyard. The pride of the monastery,
its library, is unfolding marvellously – after all, the first monastery high
school in Upper Austria was founded here.

Catastrophe or Chance: The Market Town Is Burning
Catastrophe or Chance: The Market Town Is Burning On 9 May
1774, a few years after the fabulous 1000th anniversary celebration,
disaster strikes: around noon, a devastating fire breaks out in an inn
in Mondsee, spreading throughout the town in a flash. Nearly all
buildings, including the monastery, are badly damaged, since there is
no fire brigade unlike today.
Of the nearly 200 houses belonging to the market town, 148 must
be rebuilt. A large wave of renovation is rolling through the town –
expensive, but actually a great opportunity for the owners to build in
a more beautiful and also much bigger fashion. The destroyed twin
towers of the monastery church are also rebuilt, but they are now
twenty metres lower than before the catastrophe. By the way, the
cause of the fire is never exactly determined. Allegedly, a deserted wife
who has been living in the inn for a few days is said to have set the
devastating fire – but there is no proof against her.
Whether the second change, affecting not so much the market
Appreciated
throughout Europe:
The Mondsee art of
book printing

A red carpet for every guest: today, the majority of the
castle’s main building is part of the hotel.

Open nowadays:
Monastery gate and entrance to the castle

community but the Mondsee Monastery, is actually a
catastrophe, is a matter of argument. Austria’s empress
Maria-Theresia, a faithful and conservative woman,
probably sees it this way, because from 1765 onwards
she – now as a widow – must share the governmental
responsibility with a person who couldn’t be more
contrasting: her own son, Emperor Joseph II.
As a fervent supporter of the Enlightenment and
an advocate of a strong state, the obscure power of
many monasteries in Austria, exercised without any
governmental control, is a thorn in his side. And, of
course, also their considerable wealth. The emperor now
wants clear conditions: all monasteries are “useless” in his
eyes, when they are not involved in nursing care or other
social activities, and those that have extensive possessions,
are gradually closed. This also includes the Mondsee
Monastery, which is even assumed to have a certain
proximity to border-crossing smuggling. As pious as the
monasteries may seem to the outside world, the truth is
they are large and wealthy businesses that know full well
how to multiply their money and influence.

A clever business and also a
little bit of smuggling make the
monastery rich

The closing comes insidiously: After the death of Abbot
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Opportunus Dunkels, there is no longer a successor, the
priests among the brethren are spread to the surrounding
congregations. From now on, they receive their money
directly from the holdings of the religious fund established
by Emperor Joseph II. Ironically enough, this fund is also
initially filled with the monastery income of Mondsee. In
the autumn of 1791, however, the end is definitive and
the oldest monastery with its 1043-year-old past is now
history itself.

A Castle as a Thank You
In the rest of Europe too, things have not been going
smoothly: Napoleon, belligerent and uncompromising
commander-in-chief of the French army, is obviously
unstoppable, winning one battle after the other – a
large part of Europe is controlled by him and his troops,
including Austria. Carl Philipp Prince of Wrede fights
alongside him, born in Heidelberg and since 1803 general
of the Bavarian troops.

to make way. A lively and noisy, very impressive scene,
Gritzky tells us and remembers the many sweets they
received from the American soldiers as children.

As well, the employees of the castle and its many
workshops and businesses turn from subjects into regular
employees. The von Wredes for their part, lend a hand in
Mondsee wherever they are needed: they bring a hospital
into being and increasingly look after of the poor people
of the community.

In the years before, he was often visiting the castle
already: His grandfather Johann Derreiter, economist and
father of ten, is the administrator of the estate, a strict
boss for the huge farm’s more than 50 employees. This
is how the “masters”, as they are reverentially called in
the community, earn their money. In 1905, the name
of the count changes, but of course it remains in the
family: Helena von Wrede had married the royal Bavarian
treasurer Carl August Graf of Almeida.

Masters, Territories
and the American Army
Let’s make another effort and climb a few hundred meters
up the Mondseeberg, this time with an escort. Bruno
Gritzky, a white-haired gentleman and president of the
local Rotary club, watched as a child as a long convoy
of tanks and cars approached the market town. It is the
summer of 1945 when U. S. troops seek cover for their
many vehicles after World War II is won. Politely but
resolutely they park their armoured cars in the stables of
the castle – the old hay wagons, still pulled by horses, have

The spacious castle estates form a cosmos of their own
in Mondsee: wide-spread fields and forests are farmed
from here – from the Irrsee to the Eisenau – as well as
vegetable and herb gardens, maids and farmhands are at
work everywhere. In the castle itself, life is divided into

Obviously he is very successful, as Napoleon is so
enthusiastic that he gives him several monasteries –
including the Monastery of Mondsee – as a thank-you
gift for his extraordinary achievements. The fact that
von Wrede and his Bavarian troops later switch sides
does not change anything in this property situation.
Napoleon will eventually fail, while von Wrede makes it
to the most important position outside the Bavarian royal
family: he becomes president of the Imperial Council in
neighbouring Bavaria.
Nevertheless, he frequently finds time to take care of his
possessions and subjects in Mondsee. The old monastery,
with its many and – by now also pompous – halls and
rooms, has long since become Castle Mondsee, from
which very different businesses are run successfully: von
Wrede personally takes care of cattle and agriculture
frequently, introduces more productive animal breeds
from other countries, and brings the later-to-be worldfamous Mondsee cheese on the way.

From Napoleon’s friend to his enemy:
Carl Philipp Fürst von Wrede

However, one daring project of the prince remains stuck
in its planning stage: The extension of the crossing
from Mondsee to Attersee – and thus a continuous ship
connection from Mondsee to the Danube – is a visionary
dream. Until today.
For 176 years, the castle remains in the count’s family
property. However, the owners lose their influence little
by little: law is still spoken in the rooms of the castle,
weddings are contracted, but through independent state
officials and judges.

Fine society:
The Counts of Almeida after a successful hunt

Representative: Today, the castle’s decorative state rooms can be
rented for seminars and meetings
14
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two parts: the front part with its well-maintained castle
courtyard is inhabited by the Almeidas and their high
guests, while in the wing of today’s hotel there is a large
wine cellar and the dairy farm. Nearly all around the clock,
cooking, baking, buttering, preserving is going on and
there’s always a nice smell in the air from the windows. In
the centre of the farm building, a huge table bends under
the load of the simple but tasty food of the dairy farmer –
a kind of canteen for the many servants.

moments even up to the houses on the hillside; when
fine spices, wines and crafts are offered for sale in the
former cloister and modern art and historical museum
pieces tell their exciting stories; when guests from all over
the world enjoy the ambience and cuisine of the elegant
Schlosshotel – it is implicitly obvious to every visitor:
Here, in the Castle Mondsee, life has been going on for
almost 1,300 years, life uninterrupted, colourful and rich
in stories, life that began on a dark night somewhere on
the Drachenwand and with far-reaching consequences.

From another building, today’s town hall, loud
hammering can be heard – the castle blacksmith and
his servants take care of the many horses, housed in the
extensive stables at the end of today’s parking lot. The two
exquisite carriages of the masters – one of them in black,
for funerals – and the carts stand in a large covered remise.
In between lots of dogs, cats, chickens – and of course the
many playing children. There most of the time: the young
Almeidas, but dressed according to their social class and
always neat, as Gritzky remembers. While the children are
still playing with each other, there is an invisible barrier
between the Almeidas and the population of Mondsee.
The magnificent rooms in the front part of the castle are
forbidden, only on Sundays, after the mass, honourable
citizens and – of course – the priest are invited into the
salons for a cup of coffee.

KR Hans Asamer with the two heads of Schlosshotel
Mondsee, Hanni Schweighofer and Gerald Kienesberger

Passion and a Lot of Money:
The Castle Is Renovated
Thanks to KR Hans Asamer
After the war, there is no way to live up to the successes
of the past centuries. Agriculture is changing due to
new technologies and the first signs of globalisation; the
Almeidas gradually have to sell their land and, above
all, lay off staff. Finally, in 1985, the building complex,
which has since fallen rather into disrepair, changes its
owner. The new owner, the successful entrepreneur KR
Hans Adamer, had a vision. He wanted to turn the castle
into a jewel and invested in the historic but crumbling
estate. After several years of renovation work, the present
ensemble consisting of the Schlosshotel, the pastoral
office, the Mondsee Music School, several concert
and exhibition rooms, numerous shops, some private
apartments and the registry office is created.
Back on the Mondseeberg. Today, when the fine sounds
of the long known Mondsee Music Festival hover through
the long and elegantly furnished castle passages, in quiet

Photo: Mörtl

A sorry sight before the renovation:
the run-down castle
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High spirits: The hotel team in the castle garden

In all its glory: how the castle and basilica present
themselves today (top)
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„A touching
moment“
Gerald Kienesberger
on life in the castle
How do you become the lord of a castle these days?
Castle Mondsee has fascinated me all my life. As a child, we used to have
our gymnasium here, so I remember the long dark corridor you walked
down. Later, I ran a bar in the castle, the Palladio, and during this time I
came to love the building even more. When the then owner had to sell the
castle, we took the opportunity to take over the premises of the hotel with
our partners.
What was that feeling like?
This was of course a touching moment, to get the key for the whole castle
and be able to enter rooms you hadn’t seen before …

The castle restaurant in the monk’s kitchen:
Fine dining and historical ambience

Style and elegance: Today, the Schlosshotel
offers historical state rooms for all kinds of events.
18
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Living
… a trip into the past?
Exactly. I was most fascinated by the fact that you’ll find more than a
thousand years of building history here. And when you walk through it,
you can see walls from the Romanesque, Gothic and Baroque periods – all
of them brought together in such a way that the whole castle still forms a
whole.
What opportunities do I have as a guest to experience the historic
castle?
The best way is to take a guided tour of the building with me, with many
exciting explanations. Also great is our wellness area, many building styles
come together there. In the sauna, we have just uncovered a Romanesque
wall dating from the 12th century.
The castle indeed has many rooms, halls, the old library, state
rooms. How did you furnish all this, surely it wasn’t that nice
before??
At the beginning, we still believed that we’d have to furnish everything
using antiquities, which is a bit difficult. And that’s why we decided to
focus on more modern elements and try to combine history with modernity.

Our building has 60 rooms in the categories of Superior Double Room, Junior Suite and
Event/Family Suite as well as 5 exclusive suites.

The event or family suites, which have been newly renovated in May 2015, have a size of about 60 m² and consist
of two separate double rooms on two floors, each with a bathroom, a separate WC and its own flat screen TV set.
They are connected by a shared lobby.

Each of the 5 exclusive suites is designed individually. They are between 70 and 240 m² in size. Further details
about our suites as well as current photos can be found on our homepage.

Our Junior Suites are furnished in a modern way and are about 55 m² in size. On two floors they have a bedroom
with a flat screen TV set, a bathroom and a separate toilet as well as a living room.

CASTLE MONDSEE TODAY

Relax
And what do the people of Mondsee
say about the resurrection of their castle?
Of course, by its geographical location in the centre of the village alone, it
forms a beautiful ensemble with the basilica and the market place. And I
think all the locals are just as fascinated as I am and our guests are.
That’s not without its problems, since you get would gladly get
married here …
… in general, having the registry office at our premises is a big advantage
for us. It was designed around 1880 and is decorated with ceiling paintings
by Ernst Klimt, the brother of the famous Gustav Klimt. It is certainly one
of the most beautiful registry offices in Austria. Then, we have the big
advantage of being directly adjacent to the basilica and that Mondseeland
is well blessed with other churches – so you have very short distances and a
large selection of different venues.

Storytelling: The pool telling Mondseeland stories

And when you want to take things a little more relaxed?
I believe that the monastery and especially the later castle Mondsee was a
place of power where one could meditate and retreat very well. But this
doesn’t mean there were no festivals, the Benedictines were indeed quite
open to enjoyment. Culinary delights and meditation have always gone
hand in hand here. And this can now be experienced again in the castle.

A leap in time: A modern spa under historical arches

Breathless: bodywork following brainwork in the fitness centre

The Power of Touch
Trust in the trained hands of our masseuse.
With a lot of feeling and professionalism,
she will make sure that any blockage or
tension you might have is released. Or that
you will just feel better. We recommend
that you book any wellness treatments
early, preferably from home, so that we
can schedule your appointment according
to your wishes.

Photo: Sonja Widlroither
Heat-resistant: Bio sauna and a late Romanesque vault
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How exactly?

Culinary Delights

We have two restaurants in the castle, the
Schlossbräu, where Austrian cuisine with an
international touch is prepared. In the Culinaro,
our guests can individually put together their
half board menu. Leaving through the front
door, you will have every opportunity to eat
well there – from an Italian restaurant to a
gourmet restaurant.
It’s no surprise that you look after more
than 800 seminars and events per year …
… which we are very glad about. What
distinguishes Castle Mondsee is that our
historical rooms are hard to copy. In most
international hotels around the world, a
seminar room will almost always look the
same. Not with us. Where else do you find the
opportunity to hold your meetings in historic
rooms that are a few hundred years old?

Fine Dining: The castle restaurant “Culinaro” in the former dairy.

What is the challenge for your team?
It surely takes a lot of effort. My business
partner Hanni Schweighofer and our staff will
do their best to ensure that our guests’ stay and
their events are successful. It has been done like
this for many centuries here.

An inn with a history: The Schlossbräu offers traditional and international cuisine

The favourite recipe
of chef Luise Benda:

When chefs conjure up magic for their guests:
Marie-Luise Benda, Florian Spaun
and Katharina Cismar
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“Styrian fried chicken salad”
Fried chicken breast on potato corn salad with Styrian seed oil
Ingredients for 2 people:
300 g waxy potatoes
1 red onion
1 tbsp. mustard
salt, pepper
1 splash of vinegar
1 lemon
cranberries
some vegetable broth
2 chicken breasts
1 egg
some flour and breadcrumbs
clarified butter

Preparation:
Peel the potatoes and cook in salted water.
Peel and cut the onion into small dices.
Allow the boiled potatoes to cool and cut into thick slices. Add the
onion, mustard, vinegar, some vegetable broth, salt, pepper (water to
taste) and mix gently. Cut in the chicken breast horizontally, season
with salt and pepper and then coat in flour, egg and breadcrumbs.
Bake in the hot butter.
Wash the corn salad thoroughly and mix it with the potato salad and
pumpkin seed oil. Cut the baked chicken breast into strips and set on
the potato corn salad. Serve with cranberries and lemon.
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Menu Composition & Half Board
Enjoy your wellness half board in the castle garden, the Culinaro or the
Schlossbräu. Choose from different menus with three or four courses.
In the summer, there are different theme nights on certain days – from
BBQ to “Una Notte Italiana”, everything is included!

Our chefs prepare different menu
compositions for every day of the week. This
way, every taste will find its perfect match.

Favourite recipe of Florian Spaun, chef de cuisine:

Roasted Mondsee Coregonus with chioggia beet, two pieces of asparagus and garden herbs
Preparation:
Peel the chioggia beet and cut into a pleasing shape
(e.g.: dice). Peel the asparagus and boil in plenty of
salted water until al dente. Then rinse immediately in
ice water to preserve the colour. Cook the chioggia beet
dices in salted water until they are al dente and then
rinse them off.
Cook the potatoes in the oven at 130 °C (for about
40 minutes). Steam the chioggia beet pieces in a little
salted water, squeeze the potatoes out of their skin, add
whipped cream and bring to the boil, season to taste
with salt and nutmeg, and strain through a sieve.
Ingredients for 2 people:
1 pc. fresh Coregonus approx. 400 g
Marchfeld asparagus white & green, approx. 100 g each
1 pc. choggia beet approx. 200 g
2 pc. this year’s potato approx. 150 g
50 ml whipped cream, 50 g cold peasant butter
Olive oil, salt, pepper, nutmeg
1 pc. lime, 1 slice of ginger
Garden herbs to taste (chopped chives, basil,
chervil, yarrow, daisies)
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Fillet the Coregonus and remove the bones. Season the
fillets with lime juice and salt. Fry in a coated pan with
olive oil and ginger. Heat the puree and stir in the cold
butter. Heat the vegetables in a small frying pan with
olive oil and a little water and season to taste. Serve hot
and decorate with fresh herbs.

A YEAR IN MONDSEE

Out and About
in

Hardly any other Austrian landscape will offer you so
many different highlights for your holiday. Mondsee’s
tourism director Thomas Ebner reports.

Photo: www.mondsee.at
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Our two lakes are
at the centre of everything –
Mondsee and Irrsee.

Why do I love to talk about Mondseeland? I grew up
here, more precisely in the peculiarly named district
Schwarzindien. And this is where I spent my youth. Now,
after my studies, some almost obligatory stays abroad and
some other professional stations, I’m back home. And I’m
tourism director for the Mondseeland, your contact for all
questions about my home country.
Of course, our two lakes – Mondsee and Irrsee – are
the focus of every summer holiday in Mondseeland. I
can still remember my youth when paying a visit to the
alpine lake resort in Mondsee was on our daily agenda.
For us youngsters, it was a test of courage to climb the
diving tower and impress the ladies of the same age with
the most spectacular jumps possible. Today, a panoramic
webcam is mounted up here, which delivers live pictures
directly into the living room of our holiday guests: At
www.mondsee.at you can get an authentic impression at
any time.
You can still find me in the shadow of the tower now and
then. My four-year-old loves the children’s pool, the mini
slides and above all the sandy beach in the largest lake
resort of the Salzkammergut. My teenager, on the other
hand, is excited about the various water play equipment,
the water ski school and of course about the high diving
boys. But whether it’s a sailboat, a surfboard or a canoe
– then as now, everything is stored in the parental garage
and is available to the children. And just as it was back
then, the ratio of sail size to wind speed will again be
turned into a science each evening in 2017.
Alternatively, you can simply visit the Mondsee Sailing
School, rent a boat or other water sports equipment –
and then there’s nothing stopping you from enjoying the
water. And now an insider’s tip: The most beautiful time
on the water is the early morning hours. I love to take
the electric boat out to the lake at sunrise, listen to the

Summer fun: Swimming fun at the Mondsee
Photo: STMG, Fotograf Wolfgang Stadler
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Sailing, surfing, canoeing or electric boating

sounds from the waterside woodland and
look out for animals. Despite several annual
excursions, I only once was able to watch one
of our Mondsee beavers. Then, it is wonderful
to sail on board of one our excursion ships
across the Mondsee in the evening light, and
there are exciting stories about the region:
The captain not only knows every mountain
by name but also a very special story about
every one of them.
The widespread network of trails in our
mountains is of course very important to me.
Once a year, we scour all well-frequented trails
together with our friends from the Alpine
Club and make sure that they are clearly
signposted and above all, safe. In addition
to the obligatory mountains for every hiking
enthusiast such as the Schober – the view
from above is amazing – the trails also lead
to less well-known hiking destinations: the
absolute favourite here is the hiking trail to
the Hochplettspitze between Mondsee and

Attersee. From here, you can enjoy views of
our mountains and lakes which even locals
can’t pin down at first sight.

A Dream Wedding
in the Basilica
The highlight of the many sacral buildings
in Mondseeland, a well known landmark
and a meeting place is the Basilica of St.
Michael. The extensive renovation work
was completed in 2009, and since then
the imposing baroque church has once
again become the most visited landmark
in Mondsee. Guests from near and far
pay a visit to the basilica – many of them
as part of a guided tour to the original
locations of the well-known film “Sound of
Music”, mainly known in English-speaking
countries. The famous wedding scene was
shot right here. Is this the reason why the
basilica has become a popular place to get
married?

High sea enjoyment:
visitors best explore
the hidden bays by one
of the three excursion
ships.

Swimming fun in the summer: There are beautiful
swimming areas around the lake

The Basilica Mondsee is also popular for
cultural activities. Directly next to it, there
is the entrance to the Museum Mondseeland
and the Austrian Lake Dwelling Museum.
In 2011, around 150 sites of prehistoric
settlements in the lakes of the Alps were
included in the UNESCO World Heritage
List – including the remains of a lake
dwelling settlement in Mondsee. In the last
years of the 19th century, a certain Matthäus
Much had already begun researching these
settlement activities in the Mondsee and
had also recovered the first finds from the
lake’s grounds. This neolithic culture was
given the name “Mondseekultur” and thus
received an entry in the Encyclopaedia of
European Settlement History. Many finds
from this period can nowadays be viewed in
the Austrian Lake Dwelling Museum. As well
as many exhibits from the more than 1,000
years of monastery history.
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But I actually wanted to recommend you to visit the Basilica during
concerts and performances of all kinds: at the end of August, the
Mondsee Music Days, a renowned chamber music festival, offers topclass concerts with international artists. Apart from this, the most
diverse performances take place every week, from choir and orchestra
to theatre performances in the church.
Directly opposite, the “Mondseer Jedermann” on our open-air stage
is another highlight in the cultural life of our region. Directly under
the open sky when the weather is fine, in the stately castle when it
rains. The following quote from Max Reinhardt, the founder of the
“Jedermann” as part of the Salzburg Festival, is recorded: “It is hard
to believe that not far from Salzburg, there is another Jedermann,
this is happy theatre!” Max Reinhardt obviously attended a dialect
performance of the “Jedermann” in Mondsee.
Especially at the beginning of the 20th century, it was indeed
exceptionally easy to get from Salzburg to Mondsee. At that time,
the legendary Ischlerbahn was still connecting the market town with
the festival city. For reasons of transport policy, it is said, the official
“Salzkammergut Lokalbahn” was discontinued in 1957. Today, you’ll
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Photo: Spielgemeinschaft Mondseer Jedermann, Fotograf Erich Unterengsbacher

Dialect for everyone:
The open-air theatre
has an excellent
reputation

find everything about the former local
railway in the museum of the same name visà-vis of the alpine lake resort.

High Culture and
a Picturesque Landscape

Centre and magnet
for visitors: the
ensemble of the
stately castle and the
magnificent basilica

Photo: www.mondsee.at,
Fotograf W. Weinhäupl

Today, there are no rails leading to Mondsee
any more, but there is a bus to Salzburg
at least once an hour: Looking out of the
window and having a stress-free ride to the
Mirabellplatz – for many years, that was
exciting for me every day. The following
walk to my workplace at that time, past the
pleasure palace of Archduke Wolf Dietrich,
through the flourishing Mirabell Gardens,
past the state theatre on the right, over the
Salzach into the Getreidegasse, past Mozart’s
birthplace, to the Grünmarkt for a morning
coffee: every day began like a Best of

Salzburg sightseeing tour. Only the fortress
Hohensalzburg – one of the few fortresses in
Europe that were never conquered – was not
on my daily way to work.
Back in Mondsee, the contrasts with city life
are evident: the many green areas, the crystalclear lakes, the spectacular mountains – all
right on your doorstep. And everywhere are
small squares with great effect, for example
near the Church at the Kolomansberg, the
oldest wooden church in Austria. Because it
is so beautiful here, a wood grouse has chosen
the forecourt to court his hens for some years
now. So, if even we locals still don’t know
every destination, every mountaintop and
every spot in our beautiful homeland, how
could you possibly manage all this during
your stay?

Breathtaking panoramas as far as the eye can see:
The surrounding mountains offer new views again and again.

Photo: www.mondsee.at, Fotograf Thomas Ebner

FESTIVITIES & CONVENTIONS, CONGRESSES, FAIRS

Photo: Schloss Mondsee

Marrying,
reflecting,
presenting,
and celebrating

Castle Mondsee
is one of the most attractive venues in Austria.
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WEDDINGS

Photo: Wolfgang Weinhäupl

Nothing could be
more romantic than

Weddings
in the castle

Photo: Schloss Mondsee

Leaves nothing to be desired:
The castle offers salons and halls for every kind of celebration
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HOCHZEITEN

A fantastic backdrop and
competent support by
experienced wedding
professionals
For more than 10 years, the wedding professionals in Mondseeland
have been looking after more than 250 bridal couples from all over
the world every year. Across all industries, the 35 member companies
of the association “Heiraten im Mondseeland” fulfil every wish of our
bridal couples, thus making the most beautiful day an unforgettable
experience.
The Mondsee registry office is particularly well known. In the premises
of the former Mondsee Monastery, in the so-called regency room,
couples have a guaranteed 45 minutes for their wedding ceremony.
This means plenty of time to turn the celebration, which is all about
the yes-word, into a special experience without any time pressure.
The three registrars in Mondsee will be happy to plan the ceremony
together with you. As an alternative to the registry office, the ceremony
can also be held on one of our excursion ships at the Mondsee.
The Basilica of St. Michael Mondsee is popularly known as the
”Wedding Basilica“for good reason, as it was the setting for quite a few
romantic film weddings. The team of the parish of Mondsee has an open
ear for all wishes concerning church marriages. And then there are the
35 member companies of the association “Heiraten im Mondseeland”
(marriage in Mondseeland), which all have a lot of experience in the
various aspects of marriage. No matter what you are looking for,
these professionals know all the marriage trends and will cater you
specifically to make your most beautiful day in life a very special one
indeed. All about celebration, food, accommodation, decorating and
documenting, planning, jewellery, fashion, transport and even your
honeymoon – in Mondseeland, you will find everything you need
for your dream wedding. The Schlosshotel houses the premises of the
registry office and is of course a member of the association “Heiraten
im Mondseeland”. In this way, apart from your wedding celebration,
we offer to take care of all your errands surrounding your wedding in
our hotel.

Photo: Heiraten im Mondseeland, Fotograf Meindl

Registry office wedding:
The regency room in Castle Mondsee

Photo: Heiraten im Mondseeland, Fotograf Meindl

FAIRS, MEETINGS, CONGRESSES

Developing ideas,
preparing for success
Seminars and conferences
in historical ambience

In the heart of Mondsee. And right in the middle of
history. Castle Mondsee has made an excellent name
for itself in the premium hotel industry far beyond the
borders of Europe. The state rooms are an ideal location
for conferences, meetings and seminars in particular.
State-of-the-art technology, a sophisticated and vital
cuisine, a high-tech spa within historic walls and our
team, which makes almost everything possible, will make
your event an unforgettable experience.
You will also keep in great memory the many private parties
in the noble castle ambience: birthdays, anniversaries and,
of course, especially weddings are booked long in advance
in some cases. Reservations are also advantageous when it
comes to culinary delights, as our guests can then dine in
the old monk’s kitchen – a place steeped in history as well:
Princess Almeida has written her famous cookbook here.

Concentration and creativity: The ballroom and conference rooms …
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Photo: Schloss Mondsee
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SEMINARS

Seminar rooms
in Castle Mondsee
Large bright windows, flooded with light, with
warm, pleasant wooden floors. In the seminar rooms,
concentration is a given; it almost feels as if a special
energy is flowing in these rooms that keep the course
participants fit and alert.
The Schlosshotel Mondsee is a place of power and after
the first few hours, every course participant notices that
his or her concentration remains steady as if by miracle.
Every room is ideal for seminars, meetings, workshops or
press conferences. The rooms are furnished functionally
and one or two seminar advisers are always available
during your event. You can also book multi-day seminars
with us. Combine your stay with the many possibilities
in Mondseeland and arrange your individual and varied
programme. In addition to catering during the seminar, a
fantastic gourmet dinner awaits you and the participants
in the castle vault restaurant.
Please do not hesitate to contact us, we will be happy to
advise you during the planning phase and will be on hand
with help and advice throughout the entire duration of
the event.

… in all sizes and styles – of course with appropriate catering
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CELEBRATIONS AND GALA

Rooms with a history

Guest quote:
University lecturer Mag. Karin Strahner, head of the exclusive business
club K.S.-Circle, invited its members to the spring awakening at the
beautiful Mondsee. They lived splendidly in the Schlosshotel Mondsee.
An ideal weekend for networking and enjoyment. Hausherr Gerald
Kienesberger and his team pleased the top-level company with an
equally top-class and atmospheric programme: A Get2Gether in the
rustic Schlossbräu, a guided castle tour, a boat trip and as the Grande
Finale, an evening in the wine cellar with a fantastic 4-course gourmet
menu and wine tasting, which Kienesberger even moderated himself
and served some precious treasures. “What more could a heart desire?
We’ll definitely be back”, Karin Strahner sums it up.

Photo: Schloss Mondsee

Photo: K.S.-Circle

Festive, relaxed or modern and hip: ideal conditions for festivities of all kinds

Photo: Schloss Mondsee
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Photo: Schloss Mondsee
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Photo: Weinhäupl

PROGRAM

Ship and Boat Trip on the Mondsee

Extras

Surrounded by the magnificent mountain scenery and right in the
middle of the Mondsee: Enjoy a ride on one of Austria’s most beautiful
lakes.

Take full advantage of seminars at the lake.
After an effective workday, allow your head a break

The Erlachmühle

with the many leisure activities in the Salzkammergut and simply enjoy.

After a short walk, you will reach the Erlachmühle. A rustic dinner
awaits you by request.

Open-Air Museum Mondseer Rauchhaus
Travel back in time to the 15th century. In the Rauchhaus from 1416,
you have a wonderful view on Castle Mondsee and are spoiled with
regional delicacies.

Mondseer Heurigen
A visit to a Heurigen (wine tavern) means a very comfortable
experience. Local delicacies await you in a rustic farmhouse parlour.

Castle Tour
The host Gerald Kienesberger regularly guides guests through the
historic rooms of the castle. Here you can look forward to numerous
anecdotes from 1000 years as well as completely new perspectives.

Cooking Courses
Photo: vitaclub.at

At our cooking event, you cook together with Gerald Kienesberger
and our chef. You will get different samples and at different stations,
you will prepare a variety of dishes, which will be tasted in the form of
small snacks. Afterwards, there is the option of a served menu, which
has been prepared in part by the participants.

The Drachenwand Via Ferrata

Photo: vitaclub.at

In the commune of St. Lorenz, you can find a modern via ferrata on
the east ridge of the dragon wall. This medium-difficulty route (60%
B, 40% C) is a wonderful and interesting route for both experienced
and less experienced climbers (but only with a mountain guide!!!).
At the summit, you will be rewarded with a fantastic panorama that
reaches far beyond the borders of the Mondseeland.

Fitness & Climbing at the Vitaclub Mondsee
All sports enthusiasts will fully enjoy the multifunctional facility in
Mondsee. Because, in addition to classic fitness training, you can also
play tennis, squash, badminton or table tennis. The indoor & outdoor
climbing hall offers all climbing and bouldering enthusiasts over 1,500
m² of space to pursue their passion.
Photo:mondsee.at
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Photo: Schloss Mondsee
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ALL AROUND MONDSEE

The Wonderful Agony
of Choice?

Recreation and leisure time all around Mondsee

Foto: www.mondsee.at
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GOLF

Welcome to the Salzkammergut golf
and lakes region – Salzburger Land

13 impressive golf courses in close proximity to each other, embedded
in one of the most attractive landscapes in all of Central Europe are
waiting to be discovered by you. Internationally renowned names such
as the historic Salzkammergut with its innovative traditional people
and the Salzburg Lake Region at the gates of the eponymous festival
city have long been considered an insider’s tip for a beautiful golf
region.
All courses have one thing in common: they are located in the
immediate vicinity of one of the well-known lakes, such as the Trumer
Seen, Mondsee, Wolfgangsee, Attersee, Traunsee and Fuschlsee. And
if the view of the lake is not enough, you can enjoy the mountain
panorama and its incomparable beauty. Impressive mountains such
as the Watzmann and the Untersberg in the west, the Schafberg in
the centre, accessible by rack railway, or one of the landmarks of the
Salzkammergut, the Traunstein in the east, are your companions when
you discover our golf facilities.
Photo: STMG, Fotograf Christian Parzer

In 2016, 13 golf facilies in the Salzkammergut and Salzburger Land
up to the Bavarian Berchtesgadener Land teamed up with 21 golffriendly accommodation providers in order to offer you as a golf
playing guest even more attractive possibilities at fair prices. The team
of the Schlosshotel Mondsee will be glad to assist you as a member of
the cooperation if you have any questions about golf or, needless to say,
about all activities apart from clubs and balls.
If you have any questions about golf, be it about our extensive schedule
or about special courses offers ranging from golf licence to handicap
improvement, or general questions about golf & the lake, please do
not hesitate to contact us.
We wish you a good game!
PS: You can get an overview of our golf courses at
www.golfundseen.at
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Photo: OÖ Tourismus, Fotograf Erber
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REGION WOLFGANGSEE

A Place of Longing
Wolfgangsee
The Wolfgangsee in the Salzkammergut was
already considered a place of longing over a
hundred years ago: artists, writers and the
European aristocracy have coined the term
“Sommerfrische” (summer holiday) and
made it socially acceptable. Today, water
sports enthusiasts, families and nature lovers
enjoy an incomparable holiday paradise at
one of the clearest lakes in Europe. Everyone
who appreciates genuine hospitality and loves
good food will feel right at home here. If you
don’t want to choose between mountain or
lake during your holiday, but simply like to
have both.

Photo: Wolfgangsee Tourismus Gesellschaft

Steep: The Schafbergbahn towards the breathtaking view over the lake landscape

Summer or winter: Take the traditional cable car from St. Gilgen to the Zwölferhorn.

Photo: WTG
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The Wolfgangsee has preserved its charm and
magic: on its shores, there is a relaxed hustle;
ships cross the lake and on the mountain
pastures, the finest delicacies are served.
The range of options, sporting activities
and cultural events is enormous. And in the
winter, ski slopes and cross-country ski tracks
transform the region into a relaxed Eldorado
for winter sports.

Photo: www.badischl.at

In Sissi’s footsteps:
The spa park in Bad Ischl

St. Wolfgang:
Worth a trip all year round

Photo: Wolfgangsee Tourismus Gesellschaft

Pure idyll: a view of St. Wolfgang
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SALZBURG CULTURE

The City of Salzburg
Quickly accessible
by public transport
or hop-on-hop-off buss

Like three hundred years ago:
The old town of Salzburg
with a view of the Cathedral

For gourmets:
Mozartkugels of the Cafe-Konditorei Fürst

The Salzburg Festival is the cultural highlight of the
year. Every summer, guests from all over the world flock
to Salzburg to experience Salzburg’s baroque charm in
addition to its first-class concerts and performances.
The Salzburg Festival is inextricably linked to Hugo von
Hofmannsthal’s “Jedermann”. The premiere took place in
1920 at the first Salzburg Festival in front of the Salzburg
Cathedral. Since then, “The Play about the Death of the
Rich Man” has been performed year after year (except
during the war) in the same place as 97 years ago.

The Cultural Highlight of the Year

Photo: Cafe-Konditorei Fürst

The operas, plays and concerts, performed and staged by
international artists and directors, are among the best in
the world and are honoured with prestigious prizes almost
every year. Once a year, the festival district in the heart
of the old town becomes a stage, both for the artists and
for everyone of distinction. Seeing and being seen is the
motto.
At the Schlosshotel Mondsee, you can immediately book
your room for the duration of the festival. In less than
30 minutes after a performance, you will be back in your
comfortable accommodation in an exclusive ambience.
With a non-binding holiday enquiry or a direct booking
at the Hotel Schloss Mondsee, you can also enjoy Austria’s
charm after the concerts, operas and plays have ended.

Photo: Tourismus Salzburg GmbH,Fotograf G. Breitegger

Breathtaking:
View from the fortress Hohensalzburg

Popular meeting place: The Residenzplatz
in the centre of Salzburg

Photo: Tourismus Salzburg GmbH, Fotograf G.Breitegger
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KULTUR MONDSEE

Culture in Mondsee

Concerts: Classical music in the basilica

Photo: www.mondsee.at

Sound of the summer: Traditional brass music three times a week

Retrospect:
Museum
and
Rauchhaus
show how it
was in old
times

Photo: www.mondsee.at
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